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Keyphrases represent the main topics a text is about. In this article, we introduce SemGraph, an unsupervised algorithm for extracting keyphrases from a collection of texts based on a semantic relationship graph. The main novelty of this algorithm is its ability to identify semantic relationships between words whose presence is statistically significant. Our method constructs a co-occurrence graph in which words appearing in the same document are linked, provided their presence in the collection is statistically significant with respect to a null model. Furthermore, the graph obtained is enriched with information from WordNet. We have used the most recent and standardized benchmark to evaluate the system ability to detect the keyphrases that are part of the text. The result is a method that achieves an improvement of 5.3% and 7.28% in F measure over the two labeled sets of keyphrases used in the evaluation of SemEval-2010.

Introduction

Given the large number of documents available for any topic and task, it is very useful to have access to a set of accurate descriptors that help us to select those we actually need. Automatic summarization is aimed at any type of document, including scientific papers, Web pages, and news, with the purpose of generating the summary information expressed in a reduced set of terms. A particular type of summarization often addressed in the literature is keyphrase extraction, where the goal is to select a set of phrases to represent a document. Keyphrases are a sequence of one or more words that capture the main topics of a document. They may or may not appear in the text, though our systems only look for those appearing in the text.

Accordingly, this task is a useful utility for many text-mining and document classification applications.

Automatic keyphrase extraction systems are divided into two groups, depending on their approach to the problem: supervised or unsupervised. Supervised systems generally extract a set of features to represent each document in a training collection. This representation is then used to learn a model with a classification algorithm, produce an inferred function, and predict new instances from a test collection. Some of the main drawbacks of such systems are that they need a training data set typically labeled by humans, and also the learning algorithm requires to generalize from the training data to unseen situations. Unsupervised systems deal with the problem of trying to find hidden structure in unlabeled data. Given the facts that human labeling is a time-consuming task, and that unsupervised learning allows to learn larger, more-complex models than supervised learning, we present, in this study, an unsupervised keyphrase extraction system.

Our Approach

We propose a new approach for the selection of candidate terms, taking into account their semantic relationships. Our approach to the problem relies on a semantic relationship graph differing from other approaches in relevant aspects.
We assume that a document is a coherent piece of information, and thus words in a document tend to (statistically) adopt a related sense. This hypothesis is supported by previous works, such as the study by Gale, Church, and Yarowsky (1992), which showed that if a polysemous word appears two or more times in a discourse, it is extremely likely that all uses will share the same sense. For this assumption to make sense, we take as a document the set of sections usually related to the main topic in research articles. In addition, keywords tend to appear in particular sections of the articles, and it is common, in other works that deal with keyphrase identification, to consider only specific sections.

Whereas previous proposals connect two words if they co-occur within a window of a maximum number of words, we consider the whole document to be a coherent piece of information. Our aim is to create a link joining every two words adopting related senses, so co-occurrence in the same document will be taken as a proxy for this. However, we know this is not strictly true. Some words may appear in a document without really being related to its main topic meaning. So, we can only consider that two words truly adopt related senses if they are often found together in the same documents.

SemGraph, based on the previous hypothesis, uses the statistical significance respect to a null model to create a single semantic relationship graph out of the whole corpus, in a similar way as it is done in a previous work (Martinez-Romo et al., 2011), but with a different purpose. Thus, we consider that SemGraph contains semantic information for two reasons. First, relations between terms are not based on a simple co-occurrence, but their relationships are established as a result of a significant number of occurrences within a document that represents a semantic unit. Second, the graph obtained is enriched with semantic information from WordNet.

Previous work (Martinez-Romo et al., 2011) is a theoretical article that describes the building of the graph used for the extraction of semantic relationships introduced in this article. The extraction of keyphrases is a problem that can benefit from graph techniques because helps to select relevant information from a whole piece of information (section, document, and so on). As for the other aspects involved in our algorithm, this graph allows to carry out a more efficient term weighting than the frequency-based methods used until now in most systems. In addition, we carry out an analysis of the logical structure of each document. Because we are working with scientific articles, the main aim of this analysis is to extract keywords only from the most relevant sections, that is, from those sections that usually contain the keyphrases.

The remaining of the paper proceeds as follows: Related Work presents the related work; Algorithm Description is devoted to the algorithm description; System Performance Analysis provides an analysis of system performance; Experimental Results exposes the most significant results; finally, Conclusions and Future Work draws the main conclusions and future work.

Related Work

There are two main approaches to extracting keyphrases: supervised and unsupervised. The first proposals addressing the problem of extracting keyphrases were based on supervised machine-learning algorithms (Turney, 2000; Witten, Paynter, Frank, Gutwin, & Nevill-Manning, 1999). KEA (Witten et al., 1999) identified candidate keyphrases using lexical methods, then calculated feature values for each candidate, and used a machine-learning algorithm to select which candidates were considered keyphrases.

This machine-learning scheme builds a prediction model using training documents with known keyphrases and then uses the model to find keyphrases in new documents. The candidate phrases are selected by applying a set of simple rules, namely, candidate phrases are limited to a certain maximum length (usually three words), candidate phrases cannot be proper names, and candidate phrases cannot begin or end with a stopword. Among the features considered for the machine-learning algorithm were TF-Idf (term frequency–inverse document frequency) and the position of the first occurrence of the candidate phrase. KEA used the Naïve Bayes technique as a training algorithm. Turney (2000) introduced a larger set of features, including the number of words in the phrase, word frequencies, and the presence of proper nouns, among others. Candidate terms were all stemmed unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams from the documents, after stopword removal. Turney reported that a genetic algorithm specifically designed for the task identifies better keywords than the general-purpose C4.5 decision-tree–induction algorithm. Later, Hulth (2003), following also a machine-learning approach, found that extracting NP-chunks gives better precision than n-grams, and by adding the POS tag(s) assigned to the term as a feature, an important improvement of the results is obtained. She used four features: term frequency, collection frequency, relative position of the first occurrence, and the POS tag(s) assigned to the term. The machine-learning approach used in this work was rule induction, where the rules were constructed by recursively partitioning the classes for each rule. A difference between this study and the prior work is that this work is focused on keyword extraction from abstracts, instead of full-length texts.

Another machine-learning proposal (Wang, Mu, & Fang, 2008) introduced semantic information as a new feature in the machine-learning scheme. One of these features took into account the semantic similarity between words computed from WordNet. Results were superior to those obtained using KEA.

Unsupervised Systems

Given that SemGraph follows an unsupervised approach, we analyze works close to our research. Mihalcea and Tarau (2004) proposed TextRank, a graph-based ranking model for term selection. They constructed a graph among terms considering co-occurrence relations, controlled by the distance between word occurrences: Two vertices are connected if
their corresponding lexical units co-occur within a window of a maximum number of words (between 2 and 10). After the undirected unweighted graph is constructed, the score associated with each vertex is set to an initial value of 1, and a ranking algorithm is applied. Then, they apply a graph-based ranking algorithm similar to PageRank for deciding the importance of a vertex within a graph, based on global information recursively drawn from the entire graph. Once a final score is obtained for each vertex in the graph, vertices are sorted in reverse order of their score, and the top $T$ vertices in the ranking are retained for postprocessing, where $T$ is set to one third of the number of vertices in the graph. During postprocessing, all lexical units are selected as potential keywords by the TextRank algorithm are marked in the text, and sequences of adjacent keywords are collapsed into a multiword keyword. They used the same test data as Hulth (2003), but, in this case, the separation in test and training data was not needed. TextRank achieved the highest precision and F measure across all systems participants in the Document Understanding Conference 2002 (DUC, 2002) competition, although the recall was not as high as in supervised methods.

Liu, Li, Zheng, and Sun (2009b) also followed an unsupervised approach. They tried to improve the keyphrases coverage of the document content by applying clustering techniques to select the candidate terms. First, the terms in a document are grouped into clusters according to some measure of semantic distance. Each cluster is represented by a centroid term. Then, the keyphrases are extracted from the document using these exemplar terms. This is done by extracting the noun groups whose pattern is zero or more adjectives followed by one or more nouns. This method outperformed the F measure of TextRank.

In a later work, Liu, Huang, Zheng, and Sun (2010) pursued a similar goal, proposing a topic decomposition approach aiming to obtain the importance scores of words under different topics. Once the document topics have been obtained, they extract keyphrases that are relevant to the document and, at the same time, have a good coverage of the document’s major topics. They used Wikipedia to infer latent topics with latent Dirichlet allocation (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003), taking each Wikipedia article as a document. Results slightly improved those of TextRank.

Hasan and Ng (2010, p. 372) conducted a comparative study of the different unsupervised proposals, including the ones mentioned above, applying them to new corpora. Unfortunately, the results were not conclusive because the systems that worked best in a corpus were among the worst for others. However, they provide an interesting observation, namely, that “the way of forming phrases, rather than the window size, has the largest impact on the scores.”

Qazvinian, Radev, and Özgür (2010) presented an approach to summarize single scientific articles by extracting its contributions from the set of citation sentences written in other articles. The summarization is based on extracting significant keyphrases from the set of citation sentences and using these keyphrases to build the summary. In this setting, the best summary would have as few sentences and, at the same time, as many keyphrases as possible.

Lopez, Barreda, Tejada, and Cuadros (2011) presented an unsupervised graph-based method to extract keyphrases using MFS (Maximal Frequent Sequences) and building the nodes of a graph with them. The weight of the connection between two nodes has been established according to common statistical information and semantic relatedness.

Newman, Koilada, Lau, and Baldwin (2012) proposed an unsupervised model called Dirichlet process segmentation for identifying correct spans in index term and keyphrase extraction. The experimental results showed that this method obtained very competitive results, despite not being a system built specifically for the task.

Bougouin, Boudin, and Daille (2013) introduced TopicRank, a graph-based keyphrase extraction method that relies on a topical representation of the document. Candidate keyphrases are clustered into topics and used as vertices in a complete graph. A graph-based ranking model is applied to assign a significance score to each topic. Keyphrases are then generated by selecting a candidate from each of the top-ranked topics. The researchers compared TopicRank with previous work on four data sets, obtaining remarkable results.

**Algorithm Description**

This section describes the proposed algorithm for extracting keyphrases based on the semantic relationship graph. Our method roughly consists of four main steps:

1. **Preprocessing.** First, a cleaning of the text and an analysis of the logical structure of each document are carried out.
2. **POS Tagging.** A part-of-speech (POS; also called grammatical) tagging of the preprocessed documents is performed.
3. **Semantic Relationship Graph.** Previously POS tagged documents are used to build a semantic relationship graph.
4. **Extraction and Selection of Keyphrases.** Finally, the semantic relationship graph helps us to extract and select keyphrases.

Preprocessing and POS tagging steps are common in most keyphrase extraction works; thus, the stages that really characterize our novel method are the building of the semantic graph and the extraction and selection of keyphrases.

**Preprocessing**

The first stage of the keyphrase extraction process begins by cleaning the text that our system will analyze. Hence, result tables, mathematical formulas, author affiliations, and other messy lines are eliminated.

The second stage in the preprocessing is an analysis of the logical structure of each document. Several studies
(Lopez & Romary, 2010; Nguyen & Luong, 2010; Treeratpituk, Teregowda, Huang, & Giles, 2010) in the literature have shown that the analysis of this structure is a determining factor when extracting quality keyphrases. Because we are working with scientific articles, this logical structure could be formed by elements such as title, authors, abstract, and other typical sections. Among all the parts of a scientific article, there are some sections (Treeratpituk et al., 2010) whose relevance is higher than others in order to extract keyphrases from them.

The differences in the relevance of the sentences coming from different parts of the structure of the scientific articles have been made clear in previous work, such as that of Teufel and Moens (1998).

Thus, we have developed a program able to remove the following parts: authors, affiliation, acknowledgment, and references. It also detects the following sections: title, abstract, introduction, related work, future work, and conclusions. Some scientific articles do not present any of these sections or are named differently. For instance, the related work section is sometimes referred to as previous work or background. In the case of variations on the name, we have established a set of rules to detect such sections in each particular case. Title, abstract, introduction, and conclusions are detected in all items, whereas related work and future work may or may not be detected, depending on whether they have separate sections or form part of the introduction or conclusions, respectively. We decided to select these sections (title, abstract, introduction, related work, conclusions, and future work) and ignore the rest mainly for two reasons: the difficulty of detecting other sections, such as methodology or experiments, given its great ambiguity, and the low number of keyphrases they usually include.

Furthermore, the graph, collection, and keyphrases used in this algorithm have worked with stemmed terms. For that, we have used the Porter stemming algorithm implemented in the Snowball library.

**POS Tagging Documents**

After the preprocessing of documents, we carry out a process of POS tagging. We annotate the documents with POS tags using the Stanford Log-linear POS Tagger. In Hulth (2003), a study was conducted about how most keyphrases are usually composed of nouns and adjectives. Some works (Liu et al., 2009b) used regular expressions to extract keyphrases based on combinations of nouns and adjectives. These regular expressions focus on patterns formed by adjectives in the first part of the phrase (optionally), followed by unique combinations of singular, plurals, or proper names. Other works (Berend & Farkas, 2010) have considered adjectives, nouns, and verbs as the unique possible tokens in phrase candidates to represent a document. In addition, these phrases cannot begin or end with a stopword.

Our method is less restrictive, because it selects any noun or adjective, as in other works (Mihalcea & Tarau, 2004; Wan & Xiao, 2008b), because much of the weight of the keyphrase selection lies in the use of a semantic relationship graph. For the experiments, we selected as candidate tokens those labeled according to the Penn Treebank Tag Set as: NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS, JJ, JJR, and JJS.

Building the Semantic Relationship Graph

As stated above, we assume that the appearance of a word in a document is usually related to the document topic, but not necessarily, because a word may appear by pure chance in a document. In this case, the co-occurrence of this word with the words actually related to the document topic is not expected to be significant.

Thus, co-occurrence is considered only if it is statistically significant, and this significance is reflected in the link strength. Accordingly, we need to assign a significance to the co-occurrence of two terms in a certain number of documents out of the whole collection. This is akin to statistical hypothesis testing, the hypothesis being that the two words co-occur because of semantic relatedness. Statistical hypothesis testing relies on the setting of a null model that defines what we consider pure chance. In our null model, elements are randomly and independently distributed among the documents of the collection. Co-occurrence will be considered statistically significant if it is unlikely that it arises by pure chance that is, generated by the null model. If two words are found respectively in $n_1$ and $n_2$ documents out of the $N$ that form the corpus, to count in how many arrangements of two words coincide in exactly $k$ documents we must realize that there are four sets of documents: $k$ documents containing both words; $n_1 - k$ documents containing only the first word; $n_2 - k$ documents containing only the second word; and $N - n_1 - n_2 + k$ documents (provided this number is nonzero) containing none of the words. Thus, the sought number of arrangements will be given by the multinomial coefficient, as shown by Equation 1:

$$\left(\frac{N}{k, n_1 - k, n_2 - k}\right).$$

Hence, the probability that two words that appear in $n_1$ and $n_2$ documents each and are randomly and independently distributed among $N$ documents coincide in exactly $k$ of them is obtained as shown by Equation 2:

$$p(k) = \frac{N}{n_1} \left(\frac{N}{n_2}\right) \left(\frac{N}{n_1 - k, n_2 - k}\right)$$

if $\max\{0, n_1 + n_2 - N\} \leq k \leq \min\{n_1, n_2\}$ and is zero otherwise.

---

1http://snowball.tartarus.org/
2http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
3http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~treebank/
We can write Equation 2 in a more convenient form to make it computationally practical. For that purpose, we introduce the notation \((a)_k \equiv a(a - 1) \ldots (a - b + 1)\), for any \(a \geq b\), and without loss of generality assume that the first word is the most frequent word (i.e., \(n_1 \geq n_2 \geq k\)). Then (Equation 3)

\[
p(k) = \frac{(n_1)_k(n_2)_k(N - n_1)_b - k}{(N)_j(k)_k},
\]

Where, in the second form, we have used the identity \((a)_k = (a - c)_k \cdot (a - c)_k\), valid for \(a \geq b \geq c\). Equation 3 is better written as Equation 4:

\[
p(k) = \prod_{j=0}^{n_1-k-1} \left(1 - \frac{n_1}{N - j}\right) \times \prod_{j=0}^{k-1} \frac{(n_1 - j)(n_2 - j)}{(N - n_2 + k - j)(k - j)},
\]

This allows us to determine a \(p\) value for co-occurrence of the two words as shown by Equation 5:

\[
p = \sum_{k=2}^{r} p(k),
\]

where \(r\) is the number of documents in the corpus where the two words are actually found together. If \(p \ll 1\), we can consider that the appearance of the two words in the same document is significant, and therefore it is likely that their meaning is related. We can further quantify this significance by taking the median (corresponding to \(p = 1/2\)) as a reference and computing the weight of a link as \(\ell = -\log(2p)\), that is, a measure of how much the actual value of \(r\) deviates from the median.

Then, we construct a graph from a set of semantic relationships with the words as nodes and joining with a link every two words that appear in at least one common document. A co-occurrence weight above a threshold value is assigned to each link. The weight \(\ell\) assigned to the links measures the deviation of co-occurrence of the two words with respect to the null case. The resulting graph will henceforth be referred to as the semantic relationship graph.

Semantic enrichment. The second phase of construction of the graph is to enrich the semantic relationships between terms with information extracted from WordNet. WordNet (Fellbaum, 2010) is a freely available lexical database of English, which groups nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs into sets of synonyms, each expressing a distinct concept called synset. The synsets (concepts) in WordNet are interlinked with conceptual-semantic and lexical relations.

A large number of semantic distance measures based on information found in the lexical database WordNet have been proposed (Agirre, de Lacalle, & Soroa, 2013; Banerjee & Pedersen, 2003; Hirst & St-Onge, 1997; Jiang & Conrath, 1997; Leacock & Chodorow, 1998; Lin, 1998; Patwardhan & Pedersen, 2006; Resnik, 1995; Wu & Palmer, 1994). Some of these proposals (Agirre et al., 2013; Banerjee & Pedersen, 2003; Hirst & St-Onge, 1997) ignore the directionality of relations, as it happens in our case.

First, we search for a correspondence between each node in the graph with one or more concepts in WordNet. We do not apply word-sense disambiguation. Therefore, a word in the graph can be represented by several synsets sharing the same lexical category in WordNet. Then, each relation between concepts is depicted in the graph as follows. Let \(G = (V, E)\) be the co-occurrence graph, where \(V\) is the set of nodes and \(E\) the edges. Let \(W\) be the set of nodes in the graph that have a match on WordNet, so that \(W \subset V\). Let \(R\) be the set of relationships between concepts in WordNet. Thus, if we take a node \(v_i \in V\) and two nodes \(w_i, w_j \in W\) between which there is a relationship \(r(w_i, w_j) \in R\), and it holds that \(e_i(w_i, v_i) \in E\), and \(e_j(w_j, v_i) \notin E\), then we create a new edge in the graph \(e_i(w_j, v_j)\) with the same weight as \(e_i(w_i, v_i)\).

We ignore the relation type between two concepts. If two WordNet relations exist between two nodes, we only represent one edge and ignore the type of the relation. We chose to use undirected relations between concepts because most of the relations are symmetric, and in previous works (Agirre et al., 2013) selecting relations as directed links had negative effects.

Significance threshold. We have analyzed the influence of the threshold value for the co-occurrence weight used to measure the semantic relationship between two terms in the graph. Figure 1 shows the performance reached by our algorithm as a function of the significance threshold with and without the WordNet semantic enrichment.

The results shown in all experiments have been obtained using both the training set and evaluation scripts provided by Task 5 of SemEval-2010 (Kim, Medelyan, Kan, & Baldwin, 2010). The higher the threshold used, the smaller the number of relationships that occur among the terms. Therefore, the probability that there are isolated nodes or not connected to the graph is greater. Thus, isolated nodes are removed.

In addition, the smaller the threshold value, the greater the significance required by the co-occurrence of two words to be considered significant. Therefore, the method with smaller thresholds becomes more restrictive in selecting the representative words. This restricts the number of keyphrases than can be constructed from the selected words, improving precision at the expense of recall.

We can also see the evolution of the graph size as the threshold increases. As for the optimal threshold value, we can see that the highest F score is obtained with \(2 \times 10^{-3}\). This value is used in the experiments hereafter. System performance increases because the significance threshold is higher. However, from the optimal point, the performance suffers a significant drop, probably because of the fact that some of the most significant terms of the graph begin to disappear.

Regarding the use of the WordNet semantic enrichment, we can see the improvement obtained in all cases, achieving an average improvement in F score of approximately 4%. Results indicate that WordNet provides a slight improvement,
but not too large. This could be because WordNet is biased toward generic words and would fail to capture proper nouns or technical terminology.

Extraction and Selection of Keyphrases

Most evaluation collections, including the one used here, are split into a training and a test part. Given that the method presented in this work is not supervised, we only use the training collection to adjust some parameters, such as threshold significance, with the aim to present the best performance of the system. However, these parameters could be extrapolated to other collections without the need to readjust them for optimal performance.

Candidate phrase preselection. Previous work (Lopez & Romary, 2010; Nguyen & Luong, 2010; Treeratpituk et al., 2010) has shown that some logical sections within a scientific article are more relevant than others when it comes to extracting keyphrases. Our method takes into account only the title, abstract, introduction, related work, future work, and conclusions. Once the parts of each document that will be analyzed have been identified, we proceed to extract candidate phrases. For this, our method does not use n-grams (contiguous sequence of n items from a given sequence of text), but extracts the longest sequence possible without overlapping. Accordingly, a word located in a particular part of a sentence can only belong to one keyphrase. A candidate phrase has to meet certain requirements. For the first term of the phrase:

• To be a noun or adjective
• To have a degree greater than 0 in the semantic relationship graph

The following terms are concatenated within the same phrase if they:

• Are a noun or adjective
• Are not a stopword, except “of,” “for,” or “to”
• Have a positive weight (link in the graph) between consecutive terms (non-stopword) higher than 0

Finally, a check is performed:

• If the phrase ends with “of,” “for,” or “to,” the last term is removed.

When any of the above requirements is not fulfilled or the sentence ends because of a punctuation mark, the concatenation of the phrase finishes. This phrase becomes part of a list of preselected phrases and the selection process continues building a new phrase with the next term.

Figure 2 shows an example of candidate phrase preselection on a sentence extracted from an abstract from the evaluation collection. POS tags are displayed as a subscript after each term. The red underlined terms are the candidate keyphrases obtained. The numerical value above the terms corresponds to the weight between consecutive terms obtained from the semantic graph. In the case of the keyphrase composed of a single term, the degree is shown above the term.

Candidate phrase filtering. Although the definition of keyphrase does not imply maximum number of terms, it is not easy to find keyphrases with more than three or four terms in actual documents. Therefore, preselected phrases with more than three terms are discarded—without taking into account the stopwords “of,” “for,” and “to.” Keyphrases extracted from the title, abstract, and introduction have a
higher priority, giving special attention to those taken from the title. For this, we have added a push factor, adding a 10% to the weight of the keyphrases extracted from these parts of the document.

One of the main contributions of this work is precisely this stage of filtering. Although, in the next stage, a ranking is applied to the output of this filtering process, major performance improvements are obtained in this step.

To prove the effectiveness of the semantic relationship graph, we conducted a series of experiments that highlight its usefulness. The main goal is to select approximately one third of the preselected phrases by applying a cutting threshold to the values obtained from each method. We have therefore tested two term-weighting methods based on frequency and two using the semantic relationship graph:

- **Tf**: The terms in a keyphrase are weighed according to their frequency in the collection and then the average is obtained.
- **Tf-Idf**: Combines the definitions of term frequency and inverse document frequency to provide the average for every term.
- **W-Link**: From the semantic relationship graph, the average weight for the edges that link every pair of terms is obtained. In case there is no link between two terms, the default value is 0. Each term gets the average weight of its edges.
- **PageRank**: Assigns scores to each vertex in the graph according to the PageRank algorithm. To carry out the computation of PageRank, we used the JUNG4—Java Universal Network/Graph—framework. Parameter alpha (the probability of taking a random jump to an arbitrary vertex) was assigned to “.15” according to the typical values for alpha in documenta tion. Each keyphrase is weighted as the average of the PageRank values obtained from each term.

In the case of frequency-based methods (Tf and Tf-Idf), two collections were used for the experiments. We have used an English Wikipedia articles dump (May 2009)5 as a reference collection. However, the collection for which best results were obtained was the one composed of the documents provided by the training data set.

In several articles (El-Beltagy & Rafea, 2010; Lopez & Romary, 2010; Nguyen & Luong, 2010; Treeratpituk et al., 2010) frequency-based methods and, more specifically, those based on Tf-Idf (Voorhees, 1993), exhibited the best performance. However, as seen in Table 1, through the use of our semantic relationship graph, significant improvements are obtained. The method based on PageRank achieves better results than the W-Link approach. The main drawback of the weighting link approach relative to PageRank is that not all the terms that occur together in a keyphrase have a link to each other in the graph.

**Keyphrase ranking.** In the collection that we have used in this work, the number of keyphrases that are evaluated is predetermined. In this type of evaluation campaigns of keyphrase extraction systems, different analyses are usually made for the top 5, 10, and 15 proposed keyphrases. Thus, it is necessary to establish an order of priority among the selected keyphrases.

The method that we have followed for the ranking process is based on the frequency of occurrence of each keyphrase in the analyzed document. We calculate the frequency in the document of each keyphrase selected in the filtering process. Then, the keyphrases are ranked by frequency. Finally, the output of the algorithm is composed of the top n keyphrases, being n the maximum number of evaluated items depending on the collection used and the type of evaluation.

**Sample output of SemGraph.** Figure 3 shows a sample of the different phases for the extraction and selection of keyphrases from SemGraph. As can be seen, the first phase performs a preselection of candidate phrases and gets 91

![FIG. 2. Example of candidate phrase preselection. POS tags are displayed as a subscript after each term. The red underlined terms are the candidate keyphrases obtained. The numerical value above the term corresponds to the weight between consecutive terms obtained from the semantic graph or the degree in case of single terms. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.](http://jung.sourceforge.net/)

![TABLE 1. Performance measured in terms of precision (P), recall (R), and F measure (F) of the proposed filtering approaches over the top 15 candidates and the combined keywords provided by the SemEval-2010 Task 5.](http://download.wikimedia.org/enwiki/)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>P (%)</th>
<th>R (%)</th>
<th>F (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tf</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tf-Idf</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-Link</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PageRank</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4http://jung.sourceforge.net/
5http://download.wikimedia.org/enwiki/
items. Then, after filtering using PageRank, only 30 of the 91 items previously obtained remain. Finally, the ranking phase based on frequency generates 15 keyphrases that are the output of the system.

Next, we present a comparison of the output of the system with the reader-assigned keyphrases from the gold standard provided by organizers. Table 2 shows a sample of the output of the system on an article (Kakade et al., 2004) in the collection used for the evaluation. Keyphrases extracted are compared with the reader-assigned keyphrases provided by organizers. All reader-assigned keyphrases were extracted manually from the articles by annotators.

There are several reasons why the undetected keyphrases have been discarded by SemGraph. The first keyphrase ("share") is a single term and not very representative. The second and fourth keyphrases are composed of more than three terms and therefore are discarded. Finally, the third could be considered a keyphrase composed by three terms if the string “trade + trade” would be analyzed as a compound word and the stopword “of” would not be taken into account. However, the fact that it contains a symbol (“+”) means that SemGraph does not consider this set of words as a keyphrase.

**System Performance Analysis**

One of the main contributions of this work is the way in which SemGraph is built. To evaluate the impact in the results of the method for constructing the graph, we conducted a set of experiments to compare the performance of our system with several graph-based algorithms designed for keyphrase extraction. As did Hasan and Ng (2010), we have reimplemented SingleRank (Wan & Xiao, 2008b) and ExpandRank (Wan & Xiao, 2008b) and a publicly available implementation of TextRank (Mihalcea & Tarau, 2004).

For every parameter, we used the same values that were used in the original works. For example, we used a
window for TextRank from 2 to 10 words. Following Mihalcea and Tarau (2004) and Wan and Xiao (2008b), the best results were obtained with a co-occurrence window size for TextRank and SingleRank of 2 and 10, respectively. In the case of ExpandRank, the best performance was achieved by finding the 5 nearest neighbors for each document from the other documents in the corpus, thus following instructions provided by the researchers. The other parameters were set in the same way as in SingleRank.

Table 3 shows the results of the different graph-building algorithms used for the extraction of keyphrases in SemGraph. These results are based on a set of experiments in which we have used the same configuration as presented in earlier sections for the SemGraph system. The only difference between the experiments is the use of the correspond-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>F measure (SemEval-2010) Combined (%)</th>
<th>Reader-assigned (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TextRank</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SingleRank</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExpandRank</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>30.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have also analyzed two other parts of our system. One comprises the sections of an article that our system considers as relevant. We conducted a set of experiments to test the impact on the results of these sections, as can be seen in Figure 4. This figure also shows the influence of the number of sentences extracted from each section. Regarding the sections used by the algorithm, our analysis starts by considering a basic package consisting of the title text, abstract, and introduction, because these sections are the main source of information for the extraction of keyphrases. From these sections, we have analyzed the influence of other sections such as the related work section, conclusions and future work, and methodology and experiments. As can be seen in the figure, the related work provides a slight improvement, somewhat higher than the conclusions. One of the most important aspects is that the use of these two sections together provides the most significant improvement, obtaining the best results. In contrast, the use of the combined section method and experiments slightly reduces system performance. The number of sentences taken from each section is also an important factor in system performance, and this is clearly shown in Figure 4. The system performance improves significantly as the number of sentences increases up to 10. However, beyond this point, the addition of new sentences worsens the performance of the system, perhaps as a result of the appearance of more-specific concepts in the text once the general concepts have been introduced in the first sentences.
Experimental Results

Currently, there are several collections with which to evaluate keyphrase extraction systems: Inspec (Hulth, 2003), NUS (Nguyen & Kan, 2007), DUC2001 (Wan & Xiao, 2008a), and the ICSI meeting collection (Liu, Pennell, Liu, & Liu, 2009a). Despite the availability of several corpora, the scientific community has needed a standardized benchmark with well-defined training and test data sets with the main goal of maximize comparability of results.

Accordingly, the SemEval-2010 challenge Task 5 (Kim et al., 2010) compiled a set of 284 scientific articles from the ACM Digital Library with keyphrases selected by both their authors and readers. Data consisted of train, trial, and test data sets, composed of 40, 144, and 100 articles, respectively. Organizers collected data sets from the ACM Digital Library (conference and workshop papers). The input papers were selected from four different research areas and ranged from six to eight pages, including tables and images. Fifty annotators collected the actual reader-assigned keyphrases, and organizers assigned five articles to each annotator.

Three sets of “correct” keyphrases are provided for each article in each data set: reader-assigned keyphrases, author-provided keyphrases, and a combination of them. All reader-assigned keyphrases have been extracted manually from the articles, whereas some of the author-provided keyphrases may not occur in the content. Organizers evaluated the participating systems over the independently generated and held-out reader-assigned keyphrases, as well as the combined set of keyphrases (author- and reader-assigned). In this way, each run consisted of extracting a ranked list of 15 keyphrases from each document, ranked by their probability of being reader-assigned keyphrases.

In this section, we compare the performance of SemGraph with other works within the evaluation framework of SemEval-2010. Because there has been no subsequent use of the SemEval-2010 collection, and improved the results obtained by the participants in Task 5, we compare our system with the best works of that competition. Given that evaluation in this competition was carried out over the reader-assigned and combined (author- and reader-assigned) keyphrases, the performance of our system on these two sets is shown below.

Table 4 shows the results of our algorithm compared with the five systems that obtained the best performances on the combined set of keyphrases. Performance is measured in terms of precision, recall, and F measure, and the systems were ranked by F score. The best results over the combined and reader-assigned keyword sets were achieved by the HUMB system (Lopez & Romary, 2010). HUMB is a supervised system based on a tool for extracting bibliographical information from documents that also performs a content analysis based on phraseness, informativeness, and keywordness. Lexical and semantic features were extracted through a large-scale terminological database and Wikipedia.

Wingnus (Nguyen & Luong, 2010) and Sztergak (Berend & Farkas, 2010) are also supervised systems with similar results that took advantage of the logical structure of documents and used external resources, such as Wikipedia, DBLP, and Google. The only unsupervised systems that appear in the top five are KP-Miner (El-Beltagy & Rafea, 2010) and KX (Pianta & Tonelli, 2010) that are based on several rules created from the observation, do not use external resources, and apply a frequency-based weighting approach (TF-Idf and Idf, respectively).

SemGraph obtained an improvement of 5.3% on the F score with respect to HUMB. In addition, when compared with the best unsupervised system (KP-Miner) the improvement obtained is 7.6%. Analyzing the relationship between precision and recall, compared to the other systems, we can state that is balanced, discarding an improvement in one of these measures at the expense of the other.

Table 5 shows a comparison between our algorithm and the top five systems that obtained the best results on the reader-assigned set of keyphrases. Over this data set, HUMB is also the system that obtained the best results with an F score of 23.5%, our algorithm thus achieving an improvement of 7.3%. Regarding KX, which is the best unsupervised system, SemGraph improves 8.2% over its F score. Although not significantly, the improvement of our system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>P (%)</th>
<th>R (%)</th>
<th>F (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humb</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wingnus</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KP-Miner</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sztergak</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICL</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SemGraph</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>P (%)</th>
<th>R (%)</th>
<th>F (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humb</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kx_Fbk</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sztergak</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wingnus</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICL</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SemGraph</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with respect to HUMB corresponds mainly to Recall, obtaining a difference of 8.7%, compared to 6.2% in preci-

SemGraph does not use external resources outside the collection used for evaluation, therefore it can only propose keyphrases that appear in the documents of the collection. According to the organizers (Kim et al., 2010), the number of keyphrases from the combined set that did not appear in the text of the article is higher than in the reader-assigned set. The fact therefore that our algorithm improved more over the set of reader-assigned keyphrases with respect to the other systems suggests superior performance when our algorithm is used as a keyphrase extractor for the extractive summarization of text documents.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this article, we present SemGraph, an unsupervised keyphrase extraction algorithm. The main features of SemGraph are the use of a semantic relationship graph, constructed by considering each document as a coherent piece of information, and the absence of external resources for extracting keyphrases.

One of the main contributions of our system is its ability to identify words whose presence is statistically significant. The building of the semantic relationship graph is based on linking words appearing in the same document, provided their presence in the collection is statistically significant with respect to a null model. This semantic relationship graph allows us to carry out a more efficient term weighting than the frequency-based methods used up until now in most systems. Thus, a significant improvement is obtained in the filtering and ranking of keyphrases.

Most similar systems make use of external resources, such as Wikipedia, Google, and other terminological and linguistic resources. However, SemGraph uses only the documents in the evaluation data set and WordNet to enrich the relations between words in the graph with information from WordNet.

The result is a method that achieves an improvement of 5.3% and 7.3% over the two labeled sets of keyphrases used in the evaluation of SemEval-2010. In addition, if we compare SemGraph with the best unsupervised systems, an improvement of 7.6% and 8.2% is obtained, respectively.

In our future work, we intend to combine our algorithm with a method that proposes keyphrases that do not appear in the text of the analyzed documents. In addition, we will analyze the performance on other types of documents, such as news, Web pages, or tweets.
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